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🎉 Don't miss out on this limited time FREE SIM offer! Get the gift of free phone service before it's gone. 
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Phone service without the phone bill
TextNow is the only mobile provider to offer nationwide phone service for free — always. Download the app to call and text without ever having to pay a phone bill. 
Sign Up for Free
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Flexible unlimited data options are now available. Add a low-cost hourly, daily or monthly pass to your free service, right from the app. Pay for what you want, only when you want it.
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[image: Our app lets you connect with anyone, anywhere even if they’re not TextNow users. It’s everything you’re used to with your wireless provider—all in an app, but it’s all for free.][image: Phone showing phone call to Mom]


Phone service made simple.
	Download the TextNow app and create your account
	Get a new phone number, or use your existing one
	Text and call for free on Wi-Fi, instantly
	Order a SIM card to get free nationwide talk and text, and add unlimited data plans when you need it


Get Started
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Your phone service, your way
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New! Unlimited Data

View Data Passes
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Flexible hourly, daily, and monthly data passes are available right from the TextNow app.
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Flexible hourly, daily, and monthly data passes are available right from the TextNow app.
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New! Unlimited Data

View Data Passes
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Flexible hourly, daily, and monthly data passes are available right from the TextNow app.
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Bring your 
own number...
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Bring your existing number and never miss a call. There's no fee to port in your number. 
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or get a 
new one!
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Choose a free local TextNow phone number to stay in touch with family and friends or add a line for everything else.
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Get strong 5G/LTE coverage you can count on across the U.S.

Check Coverage
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TextNow is backed by the nation’s largest 5G network to provide you with the best wireless experience.
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Get strong 5G/LTE coverageyou can count on across the U.S.

Check Coverage
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TextNow is backed by the nation’s largest 5G network to provide you with the best wireless experience..




Learn why over 100 Million people have chosen TextNow
"Honestly this is the best carrier I've ever had. I choose TextNow over other paid services."
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"It works just like any phone carrier but you have no surprise fees, bills, or contracts to sign."
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“TextNow is the best thing to happen to the phone service industry.”
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"Honestly this is the best carrier I've ever had. I choose TextNow over other paid services."
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"It works just like any phone carrier but you have no surprise fees, bills, or contracts to sign."
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“TextNow is the best thing to happen to the phone service industry."
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Get FREE phone service now!
Download the TextNow app to get unlimited talk & text for $0/month. Always. Unlimited data options available.
Download now
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Get the latest on features and offers straight to your inbox.

Newsletter
Newsletter
Thank you for subscribing!
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